Media Release

Game Changer – DC motors made to order and dispatched in 11 days.

“game changer”, words from a happy customer who orders highly customised DC motors in small quantities.

The DCX DC motor range is continuing to expand based on the increasing popularity of the online motor customisation tool. The interactive web based configuration portal that allows a customer to change the motors shaft shape and dimensions, the gearhead features, the mounting holes, the winding and even the connectors has, to some customers, already become the standard method of purchasing DC motor combinations. The “build it and they will come” approach to this DC motor manufacturing technology is working. As more mechatronic and automation engineers use the technology the products available online expand. Recently we have seen the addition of 12mm, 14mm and 16mm micro DC motors and the possibility to “mix and match” different motor and gearhead diameters. Now going online are the new DC-max motors. A DC motor that will offer price performance ratios that the Swiss manufacturer maxon motor says are unrivalled in this highly specialised marketplace.
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